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Problem: Show that ITER is on the track to fusion power and not far away from it
Methodology: 

- Either: Compare ITER to one of the reactor designs
- Or (chosen here): start from ITER and - using the same design tools - show what

enhancement in physics and technology are required to get from ITER to the
parameter space of a “first of its kind” power reactor

Action: “a brief analysis has been conducted to assess…”
Result: ITER plus additional “test beds” (irradiation facility,..) are sufficient to go directly to

first of its kind power reactor

Strategy: 
• 1980’ies: JET - Next Step - DEMO - Power Reactor
• Since then 20y of R&D
• 2000’ies: revisit strategy, 

Question: can we do without DEMO?
Main Conditions for “yes”: 

- design features and operation modes of ITER are reactor relevant (i.e. there is a
design continuity between ITER and First of its kind.

- where this continuity is not possible: strong R&D-programme parallel to ITER
(e.g. “fast track”, irradiation facility)

- extrapolation of key performance parameters
o moderate
o supported by theoretical/experimental indications to be fully confirmed by

ITER
Approach taken: Explore enhancement required to get from ITER to FoiK. Advantage: 

- based on existing engineering (!) design (Frage an MB: wie weit ist Culham-design
vergleichbar? Same „tools“?

- Based on well founded design criteria and codes (Frage an MB: sind die von Culham
nicht well founded?)

- captures extensive R&D of last 10y
Recommendation by EU electric utilities and industry: 

- main concern: safety, waste disposal, operation
o Safety: 



�
no need for emergency evacuation under any accident driven by in-
plant energies or due to the conceivable impact of ex-plant energies�
no active system needed for safe shut-down

�
no structure should approach its melting temperature under any
accidental conditions�
apply as widely as possible: defence in depth, prevention and
mitigation of accidents, ALARA�
licensing requirements, regulatory constraints: should be strongly
reduced as compared to fission

o Waste
�

waste transport: “integrated sites”
�

minimise waste not qualifying for clearance or recycling, max 100y
intermediate storage 

o Operation
�

Steady state, 1 GWe, friendly man-machine interface
�

Life time 40y, up to 60y for irreplaceable components
�

Availability 80% (adequate maintenance procedures and reliability)
�

Few unplanned shut downs per year
- expectation that public acceptance will become more important than economics
- economic comparisons should 

o be made with energy sources with comparable acceptability
o include economic impact of externalities

Key parameters for plasma performance parameters
- plasma energy confinement (use scaling for H-mode energy confinement; internal

confinement barrier not completely understood or controlled until now)
- plasma density (increased by 30%)
- fusion power density: density profile peaking,…
- beta (increased by 30%)
- steady state (25 to 50% of plasma current to be driven non-inductively)
- Q (i.e. non-inductive operation): high Q requires high fusion power density at given

input power to provide non-inductive current drive, with limited power flux to the
divertor

- plasma pressure: sufficient to provide sufficiently high bootstrap current contributions
(reasonably low auxiliary heating systems)

- alpha particle and aux heating power exhaust compatible with power flux to divertor,
i.e.
- keep thermal stress within engineering constraints
- limit erosion rates
experimental evidence: plasma exhaust determined by divertor conditions rather than
core particle confinement; 
- sets the requirement for fuel throughput (25 g T in and out while 0,1 g is burnt,

each during 100 sec)and reprocessing in a reactor
- power exhaust: 

- key issue: dissipation of a substantial fraction of the alpha-particle and auxiliary
power before it reaches the divertor target 

expectation: 
- radiation (brems, synch, impurity line) approx. equal to current drive power (80MW),

as compared to alpha power 400 MW, would lead to 50MW/m2 on divertor. 
- For W-divertor limit is 20 MW/m2, 



- energy pulses from ELMs (pseudo-periodic relaxation of the pressure gradient in the
plasma boundary region yielding the H mode - H-mode pedestal; “the physical
phenomena involved are not understood in quantitative terms at present”; the lower
the frequency, the more energy is discharged) and disruptions (abrupt, uncontrolled
events, would be limiting factors. Promising approach: impurity seeding. 

Key parameters for engineering performance parameters
Assume: ITER achieves the performance objectives, provides operating experience sufficient

to define set of optimum reliable and reactor relevant operating parameters. 
Reactor compared to ITER:

- design margins considerably reduced
- absence of significant fatigue loads in main mechanical structures
- higher fusion power density, higher wall loading, 
- higher coolant temperature in the in-vessel components for energy conversion

efficiency
- T-breeding blanket, 
- Longer life time
- Shorter replacement time for in-vessel components to achieve higher availability

Magnets
- ITER magnet engineering and technology fully compatible with reactor requirements
- Reduced demand for flexibility in magnetic configuration would allow more compact

solutions (as planned for ITER 98)
- Would allow reinforcing the TF coil structure, magnetic field on axis +20%, shield

+15cm, yielding same heat deposition on the conductor in reactor as in ITER.
However only 2y to reach radiation dose limit for TF coil insulator (40y: would
increase ITER major radius by 5%)

First Wall
- FW and Structural materials of in-vessel compon ents: low activation ferritic-

martensitic steel (eg EUROfer) in ODS (oxide dispersed strengthened) version now
being developed, working temperature up to 650°C. 

o This allows He outlet temperature 530°C yielding 38% thermal-electric-
efficiency. 

o Intense neutron radiation at temperature below 400°C increases DBTT above
room temperature, at higher temperatures 150 dpa did not seriously degrade
mechanical properties in fast breeders. 

o Assume 120 dpa and average (neutron) wall loading of 2 MW/m2, then
lifetime of breeding blanket 5 full power years (fpy)

o Ferromagnetic property of this steel on magnetic field configuration
compatible

o FW could operate with peak heat loads of 0,8 MW/m2. 
- Breeder-multiplier lifetime compatible with that of structural materials. 
- R&D-requirement in parallel with ITER: behaviour of materials under neutron

irradiation up to fluence of 12 Mwa/m2
Breeding Blanket

- studied by FZK 
- ITER: He cooled pebble bed ceramic, or water cooled for extended operation phase
- He: compatible with W at high temperature, chemically inert, however low cooling

capacity. 
- Reactor: 

o He blanket coolant >500°C, requires adaptations
o Larger modules (to reduce number to reduce time for full blanket replacement)



o Higher He temperature and larger modules while same shield and vacuum
vessel temperature (100°C) and nuclear confinement as in ITER requires �

improved cooling manifolds (Ti alloy instead of steel to reduce thermal
stress) and improved mechanical attachment�
flexible supports must be upgraded (will be tested in ITER)

o Connector between blanket modules and coolant manifolds flexible as in ITER
but simpler since He leak to vacuum less a problem that water leak

o Breeding blanket modules in the inboard: 40cm thick, would shield permanent
mechanical structures behind, including vacuum vessel

- Breeding ratio and thermo-mechanical behaviour will be tested in ITER 
Divertor

- prediction of operating conditions very uncertain, very severe
- tests: 18 MW/m2 under cycling conditions, higher at steady state. 
- 2.5 fpy required to reach reasonable availability
- most severe factor: erosion, neutron damage
- approach: identify technologically admissible operating conditions and then identify

plasma scenario which would satisfy these conditions
o Be armour erosion: target such as the tested one would meet conditions if

�
peak heat flux < 20MW/m2, 

�
a few disruptions only, no high power ELMs, plasma temperature > 20
eV

o Cu-alloy heat sink: ok if moderate temperature (i.e. low quality heat, used to
preheat feed water)

Maintenance
- highest impact on availability: scheduled maintenance: periodic replacement of

divertor and breeding blanket. 
o Minimise replacement time by minimising number of modules (from 426 to

180)
o Improve ITER transporter (12t instead of 4.5, …)
o Would result in 36 months in 7.5 fpy (360 modules, 3 divertors)

- Unscheduled maintenance: now way to estimate; assume 13% of operating time (2x
today’s fission reactors). 

o Will be a high technical challenge, preventive maintenance 
- Target availability 65% (compare to utility requirement 78%) composed of

o 90 month operation (90)
o scheduled maintenance 36 (18)
o unscheduled 12 (8)
o

Materials: “it will require a strong R&D programme to develop materials resistant to
intense neutron irradiation.” 


